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For 11 days, you can shop from over 900 
vendors and exhibitors. From kitchen 
essentials to books, travel items, garden 
accessories and so much more, you 
should be able to find almost anything 
you might want or need.

Make your way to this festival, 
convention, expo, concert and 
networking all-in-one event for “high 
quality, contemporary jazz.” Enjoy 40 
concerts across 30 different venues.

With a century of television, animation, 
films and music, there is sure to be 
something in this concert for every 
member of the family to enjoy. Go to 
eventim.de/artist/disney-in-concert/  
for more dates and locations. 

Rides, concerts, improv shows, 
great food and drinks await you 
at this large event. 

Foodies unite in the town which 
literally translates to the word “eat.” 
Over 30 vendors, from amateur cooks 
to professional chefs will be cooking 
up a delicious variety of street foods 
with vegan, vegetarian, herbivore and 
meat options for all. 

Put on your most glorious thrift shop 
finds, remember the good ole’ days 
and make your way to this concert. 
Go to macklemore.com for more 
dates and locations. 

Model enthusiasts, and even those 
with an interest, should find them-
selves at the “world’s largest exhibi-
tion for model making and model 
sports.” You can look at over 20,000 
models across eight halls brought to 
you by over 500 exhibitors around 
the world.

Shop all of your DIY wants and 
needs at this fair, such as sewing, 
painting and cake decorating 
supplies. Learn something new at 
one of the many workshops.

EDITOR'S PICKS
April Events

By Tamala Malerk

Editor’s Pick Call Out:
Did you attend a previous Editor’s Picks event? We want to hear 
all about it! Please share something memorable about your 
experience in about 50-70 words and you could be featured 
here. Send your submissions to contentteam@stripes.com. n

Creative Fair
April 13–16, Stuttgart

INTERMODELLBAU 2023
April 20–23, Dortmund

Macklemore “the BEN Tour”
April 21, Cologne

FOOD LOVERS—Street Food
April 21–23, Essen 

57th Munich Spring Festival
April 21–May 7, Munich

DISNEY100: The Concert
April 27, Hamburg

Jazzahead! Trade Fair and Festival
April 27–30, Bremen

May Market
April 29–May 9, Mannheim

Spring has sprung and it’s the time of year to 

venture outside with fewer than three layers 

of clothing on. From craft fairs to concerts, 

street food, festivals and more, we’ve got something 

for everyone happening across Germany this month. 

Always check the event’s website before traveling.

Tell Your Story!

©PHOTO: LANDESMESSE  
STUTTGART GMBH

©FOOTTOO/123RF.COM

© DISNEY/DISNEY•PIXAR/ 
& ™LUCASFILM LTD/MARVEL

©M3B GMBH/JÖRG SARBACH

@MAIMARKT MANNHEIM

©WOLFGANG HELM/ 
MESSE DORTMUND

©MACKLEMORE

©FOOD LOVERS
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Bahnhofstrasse 2   |   71101 Schönaich   |   07031-7655920    |   www.midwest-family-dentistry.com

Relaxed and friendly, we listen to your needs. 
Compassionate and comprehensive care.

Located in the heart of Schönaich,
 7 minutes from Panzer military base. On-site parking. 

American dentists and team, trained 
and licensed in the U.S.A.



     

PHOTO 
of the month

The historical region of Cappadocia, located in central Turkey (or Türkiye) has plenty of 
great views, but don’t worry if you’re afraid of heights and want to see the hot air balloons 
from the ground. The dramatic and steep ridges allow for plenty of vistas along the col-
orfully striped canyons, rock pillars called “fairy towers” and bustling cities nestled in the 
valleys in between. The spring and fall are a great alternative to the summer crowds to 
visit, and guests are welcomed in cave hotels, built right into the cliffsides, almost like the 
civilizations once did living there for millennia.
Photo by Bobby Becerra. 
For a chance for your photo to be featured, email contentteam@stripes.com.
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* PERSONAL TRAINING

* PARTNER TRAINING

* SMALL GROUP TRAINING

Benefits include:

• Refresh your complexion

• Deep tissue detox

• Improve digestion and weight loss

• Reduce the appearance of cellulite

• Rebalance hormones

• Fight water retention

Brazilian Lymphatic Drainage
Cleanse your body from the inside out with the 
new massage technique beloved by celebrities. 

www.lymphaetique.com

GET YOUR FIRST TRIAL 
SESSION FREE!

www.inception-fit.com

email: hello@inception-fit.com

RÖMERSTRASSE 1, 70178   STUTTGART

New private boutique gym in Stuttgart

@inceptionfitstuttgart @lymphaetique +49 1716565217+49 172 9111111
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As one of Germany’s gateways 
to the Alps, Munich exudes 
glamour, history, charm and, 

most importantly, fun. Synonymous 
for the world-famous celebration of all 
things beer, there is more to this fab-
ulous Bavarian city than Oktoberfest. 
Filled with fantastic architecture and 
traditions, there are plenty of ways to 
spend a day in Munich. 

Stroll through Marienplatz. This 
stunning square is right in the heart of 
Munich, in the middle of the Altstadt. The 
striking Neues Rathaus (New Town Hall) 
is the seat of the city government and 
is home to a giant, intricately detailed 
Glockenspiel which chimes twice a day 
(three times during the summer). The 
enormous clock comes to life, with 32 
life-sized carvings rotating through 
scenes of Munich’s history. The show lasts 
no more than 15 minutes but is worth a 
peek if you’re there around lunchtime.

Discover a foodie’s paradise at Vik-
tualienmarkt. What began as a simple 
farmer’s market more than 200 years 
ago has transformed into a gastronomic 
delight for any food lover. Just a short 
walk from Marienplatz, your senses will 
be delighted with fresh produce, baked 
goods and plenty of culinary specialties. 
More than 140 vendors offer a variety 
of local foods, as well as hard-to-find 
ingredients and spices. You can also find 
reasonably priced souvenirs and knick-
knacks to bring home.

Check out the surfing scene. Along a 
small section of the Isar River in the En-
glischer Garten is the Eisbach. Roughly 
translating to “ice brook,” this icy channel 
emerges from underground and collides 

with a stone step creating a sizeable wave 
all year long. Because of the strong current, 
only experienced or professional surfers 
should give this wave a go. However, it’s 
still a lot of fun to check it out from along 
the riverbank.

Spend the day at Olympic Park. Host to 
the 1972 Olympics, Munich has trans-
formed the former site into a sprawling 
park full of playgrounds, entertainment 
venues, a well-maintained swimming pool 
and so much more. Visitors can make the 
trek to the top of the Olympic Tower for a 
breathtaking panoramic view of the city. 
Thrill-seekers can also do a roof climb atop 
the stadium or zipline their way across.

Get up late and shop the Midnight 
Bazaar. In a twist on the traditional “Floh-
markt,” the “Midnightbazar” is a night mar-
ket held usually on the first Saturday of the 
month. For a mere three euros, shoppers 
can peruse through vintage clothes and 
one-of-a-kind oddities. With an eclectic and 
funky vibe, the market is complete with a 
beer hall, food vendors and a live DJ.

Fulfill your need for speed at BMW 
Welt. Even if BMW isn’t your favorite car 
brand, you can’t help but be impressed at 
BMW Welt. Located next to their headquar-
ters in Munich, you can tour the factory and 
check out models dating back to their in-
ception at the museum. If you want a more 
hands-on experience, you can rent any 
production model of BMW or MINI. You can 
also learn to drift like the best of them with 
a lesson or two from their driving instruc-
tors on their closed-course racetrack.

Munich is so much more than lederhosen 
and Oktoberfest. With plentiful museums, 
galleries, shops, parks and other activities, 
you’ll want to keep coming back for more. n

By Stacy Roman

A DAY IN

Munich
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This year is very special 
because Cocada is celebrating our 

10 Yea Anniversary!
For the people who don’t know me or my business yet, I'm 
from Brazil. I went to college to become an aesthetician. I 
lived in the USA for 10 years where I worked as an assistant 
aesthetician alongside doctors and in spas. I came back to 
Germany in 2012 and opened my shop in 2013.

From the beginning, I had a lot of American clients and I 
was so happy to continue to speak English with my clients.

I want to express my gratitude to my American clients for 
supporting me during the pandemic. Whether that was 
buying gift cards or products, I believe I would not have 
survived if I did not have the support of the American 
community. Thank you for trusting my service and 
supporting my business.  

This year we will offer new services at Cocada, 
where we will be happy to pamper you!
Come visit us!

Maderotherapy - 75€, Vacuslim Fat Loss Wrap - 50€,
Cellulite Treatment Package (x6) - 420€ or (x10) - 650€,

Eyebrow Threading - 19€, Microblading or Powder
Brow Treatments (x2) - 340€, Lip Pigmentation Treatments (x2) - 340€

Hydra Facial - 99€ or complete for - 120€
Diode Laser Treatment - we accept VAT Forms,

Make-up for Day or Night - 60€, Bridal Make-up with prior consultation
Lymph Drainage, Maternity & Ayurvedic Massage, Waxing, Facials, Spray 

Tanning & more

NOW OFFERING - Radio Frequency Treatments for Face and Body
(firmness, fat melting, lifting, contouring)

It’s time to get hair free! | Diode Laser Specials | Use your VAT form
GIFT CARDS AVAILABLE AT THE SPA AND ON OUR WEBSITE

Postplatz 8 • 71032 Böblingen  

Follow us on

Instagram “Cocadakosmetik”

Special

Anniversary Bash
April 28th, 3:00–8:00 p.m.

We invite clients new and old to stop in for special 
promotions and discounts to share in the celebra-

tion of 10 wonderful years!



A great home base to stay in the Loire Valley is 
the town of Amboise. The Château d'Amboise 
shrewdly occupies a hill overlooking the town, 
where the Gauls and Romans had previously built 
fortifications. In the 15th century, King Charles 
VII seized the castle from its owner, the Viscount 
of Thours, for plotting against one of the king’s 
favorites. The château quickly became a favored 
location of the royal family, and successive kings 
were born here. They left their mark by way of 
new construction on the site to make it truly 
extravagant. As part of his love of all things 
Renaissance, a 22-year-old King Francis I con-
vinced the great Leonardo Da Vinci to live within 
the proximity of his court. Da Vinci even had 
an underground passage to get to the château 
from his nearby home at Clos Lucé , where today 
there are many displays and interactive models 
of his inventions. You can also visit Da Vinci’s final 
resting place, which is on the grounds at the small 
gothic chapel of St. Hubert.

On a warm day, you can partake in a Loire River 
dip like the locals do, plus explore the old town. 
Not far from Amboise, there’s a fantastic zoo 
called ZooParc de Beauval, which is great if you 
have kids who need an environment change. Be 
sure to try new dishes right from the source, such 
as fresh escargot, tender braised duck or anything 
savory doused in beurre blanc, which is a butter 
sauce made with shallots and white wine. Rosé 
wine is also a specialty in the valley, and worth 
an exploration of its different flavor profiles at 
wineries like Domaine de Roche Ville or Domaine 
de la Belle Etoile. The vintners host tours and 
tastings throughout the year and reservations can 
be made on their websites.

Château d'Amboise

If you’re looking to be jaw-dropped by a 
garden, this is the place. The château is 
elegant, but the Italian Renaissance-inspired 
layout of the greenery surrounding it is what 
is even more mesmerizing, especially if you 
aspire to nurture your green thumb like me. 
With nearly a dozen full-time gardeners on 
staff, they carve complex geometric patterns 
and shapes out of luscious greenery, and 
hundreds of rose bushes, herbs and bright 
flowers send a vast blanket of fragrance and 
color as far as you’d want to go.

Pause and take a break for lunch at La 
Doulce Terrasse, open from April to No-
vember, which utilizes fresh produce from 

the château’s vegetable garden and other 
regional products, so you get a sample 
of Loire’s offerings in one sitting. Take a 
moment to notice the architecture of the 
château itself, which has been melded with 
the medieval keep towering over the rest 
of the structure. This is what remains of 
the Colombiers fortified castle before the 
château was built on top of the foundation 
in the 16th century. It was renamed Villandry 
in 1639 under the ownership of Jean Breton, 
Francis I’s Controller-General for War. Bret-
on’s interest in the art of gardening had a 
chance to come to fruition and has a lasting 
impression to this day. 

Villandry

L O I R E  V A L L E Y

Châteaux
By Erica Fowler

France’s Loire Valley is a pleasant environment to  
find yourself in, with lush rolling hills, vineyards, quaint towns 
and the long-traversed Loire River streaming toward the Bay 
of Biscay. A mild climate and bountiful nature are what have 
brought aristocrats to this region for centuries, leaving the 

landscape adorned with more than 300 extravagant châteaux.

Villandry Gardens

Château d'Amboise
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The French word  
for furniture is  

“mobilier,” referring  
to the portability of  
pieces, as popular 
designs that exist  

today were originally  
developed for a royal  

court on the go.

Chambord is the largest estate in the Loire Valley, with 440 
rooms and a popular tourist destination. What looks so 
grand now was initially dreamed up as a hunting lodge, 
and in 1519, construction commenced at the order of 
Francis I. The view from the terraces provides fantastic 
perspectives of the forests and fields, where it was once an 
escape for the royal entourage to lead hunting parties. The 
rooms are outfitted with many tributes to this pastime. The 
structure is a prime example of Italian Renaissance design; 
The exterior is even outfitted with a black and white fresco, 
but instead of using black marble like the Italians, the 
builders used slate.

For all the effort and funds put into this architectural mar-
vel, ironically the king only called Chambord home for 50 
days, and the court then moved on. Some of the furniture 
on display reflects this mobility because many pieces are 
surprisingly easy to disassemble. The court attendants 
would set up and break down rooms like a music concert 
would today. One of the special features in the heart of the 
residence that does stay put is the double spiral staircase, 
which was built so that people could scale two sets of in-
tertwined stairs without ever meeting. Historians estimate 
that it could have been one of Da Vinci’s designs, who died 
shortly before construction started.

When you visit today, you will likely see horseback riders 
taking advantage of the large property and a recreated 
ornamental garden that is faithful to its previous 400-year-
old design. There is even a pick-your-own vegetable 
garden that has been added. The caretakers for the estate 
have also restarted the organic vineyards that were pre-
viously commonplace here and now produce wine that is 
sold in the château’s gift shop. ■

Château de Chambord

This country estate has been in the same family for 
six centuries, and it contains beautifully maintained 
painted interiors, originally installed in the 17th 
century. On the grounds, you can watch the exciting 
and comedic mass of 100 hunting dogs during their 
mealtime from April to mid-September. I do wonder 
how their caretakers can tell all 100 apart! During 
your visit, check out the gardens and lounge on a 
canal boat ride or cart to explore the nature around 
the estate, all easily done by selecting a guided tour.

Château de Cheverny

Louis XIV Ceremonial Bedroom

Château d'Chambord

Château d'Cheverny
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By Tamala Malerk

wheelhouse.” Through Robin’s interactions 
with the varying clientele, she has learned 
so much about her local community and the 
people within it. She called the thrift shop 
“her second home.” She also noted, “we sell 
really cool stuff by the way.”

Lisa is the thrift shop manager and is respon-
sible for overseeing the day-to-day operations 
and managing the volunteers and employ-
ees. Lisa also emphasized the non-monetary 
contributions of the thrift shop. Patrons can fill 
out a “merchandise request form” for donated 
items, such as a local art teacher requesting 
much-needed art items for the classroom. 
The shop was also able to provide items to 
incoming Ukrainian refugees. No matter what 
item comes in, Lisa promises “we can find a 
home for everything.” She also noted that “you 
never know what you will find [in the shop], 
that’s for sure.”

Diane volunteers in the shop as well as 
serves as the volunteer coordinator for the 
SCSC and began her tenure as a volunteer 
as a way to find “purpose and a way to meet 
people.” Diane said that one of the beauties 
about the thrift shop is that DoD community 
members can shop as well, so it is a whole 
community resource.

Volunteering with the thrift shops allows 
people to not only give back to their local 
community but also provides them with a new 
and stronger skill set and purpose. Moving 
overseas can mean a loss of a job and volun-
teering with the shop helps fill resume gaps. 
According to Lisa, the shop is a “safe space” 
for volunteers to “come out of their shells” and 
allows for volunteers to do what “they like 
to do,” be it greeting people, organizing the 
library of books for sale, checking IDs in line to 
expedite the check-out process or get items 
on the shelves.

The thrift shop is a vital component to the 
community of the post. Proceeds from the 
shop allowed for $206,780.95 in total contri-

butions to the community between June 2021 
and May 2022. Over $88,000 went towards 
scholarships and over $30,000 went towards 
Stuttgart schools to help fund events such as 
prom, choir and graduation. The proceeds also 
afford SCSC to perform random acts of kind-
ness such as handing out $3,000 worth of gift 
cards to the commissary before Thanksgiving, 
a time of year when money needs to stretch a 
little farther for families.

The thrift shop is constantly receiving new 
and used items for the community and there 
is no need to set an appointment to make a 
donation, unless it is something like a large 
piece of furniture, then they ask that you call 
first. Yet, there is not much space in the shop 
for off-season clothing items, so please hold 
on to those until the next year. However, they 
will take seasonal items such as winter sports 
gear and holiday-themed items year-round.

Whether you can be there once a month, 
once a week or once a day, the thrift shop 
is always looking for help. Anyone in grade 
six and above can join what all three ladies 
referred to as “an amazing group of volunteers.” 
Those in grades six and seven must volun-
teer with a parent/guardian. Teens in eighth 
through twelfth grades can volunteer without 
a guardian after they attend the orientation 
with a guardian. The shop values its volunteers 
and does its best to show them appreciation 
through several incentive programs.

Volunteers can earn “Moose Bucks” for every 
hour they spend volunteering with the shop to 
use on full-priced items in the shop as well as 
receive discounts on the days they volunteer. 
Volunteers can also be entered into drawings 
for prizes based on the number of hours they 
work. Those interested in volunteering at the 
USAG Stuttgart Thrift Shop can go down to the 
shop and talk with Lisa, visit the Spouses’ Club 
website, https://stuttgartspousesclub.org/
Volunteering or reach out to Diane at 
scsc.communitycoordinator@gmail.com. n

Thrift 
Store

IN STUTTGART

Volunteering at a

Volunteering can be such a ful-
filling activity. Every other month, we 
are highlighting a new organization 
or event for those who are looking 
to learn more about the services and 
resources available to them as well 
as for those who are looking to give 
back to the community.

This month, we are featuring military commu-
nity thrift stores. Popular among frugal families 
and treasure hunters alike, thrift stores are a 
place where you can bring a couple of dollars 
and leave with new-found possessions, upcy-
cling projects (or maybe just a much-needed 
coffee pot). I interviewed Diane, Robin and Lisa 
from Stuttgart Community Spouse’s Club Thrift 
Shop, and they shared some insights into what 
it was like to volunteer.

Robin, a retired teacher, has been with the 
thrift shop for about a year and volunteers in 
the shop because she “firmly believes in it” and 
its cause because of the “value it has in this 
community.” As a lover of thrift shops, she fits 
right in. She has a variety of duties, but it was 
apparent while talking with her that interacting 
with and helping the customers is her favorite 
task. She stated how so many people come 
into the shop and just want to share “their 
story” and no matter what kind of problem the 
customer might have, Robin always seems to 
have “the right answer.” Robin isn’t only doling 
out the life lessons, she is receiving them as 
well. As someone from a non-military family, 
she described moving abroad as “out of my 
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To Paint
Italy!

LEARN

IN

WATERCOLOR LANDSCAPE CLASS 

ALL SKILL LEVELS | ENGLISH SPEAKING

Paint in the ancient, Italian village 
of Castiglione Messer Marino

• Instruction by award-winning 
  artist Steven Givler
• Small class size (limited to 10) 
• Special rates at the local B&B
• Picnic lunches from 
   local suppliers

In�udes:

Sign Up To	y!
 greyhorsestudio@aol.com

S� more work: stevengivler.com

       earn how to get the most 
       out of watercolor, the 
most portable, spontaneous, 
and flexible painting medium 
there is. Apply what you learn, 
painting outdoors in this lovely 
mountaintop village in Abruzzo, 
near the Adriatic Coast.

L

Celebrate
their stories!

militarychild.stripes.com

Sponsored by



Florida Bar Attorney
Over 23 years Experience
"Wir Sprechen Deutsch"

Worldwide legal 
representation for 
U.S. Immigration
www.karynjbeginlaw.com

U.S. Immigration 
Law 

Law Offices of Karyn J. Begin, P.A.
 karynbeginlaw@gmail.com
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German May Day
By Tamala Malerk

HISTORY
May Day is a German public holiday where most 
shops, banks, post offices and businesses are 
closed. This holiday calls for multi-day prepara-
tion and partying. May Day as a concept dates 
back to the Iron Age (1200 B.C.E. to 600 B.C.E.). 
However, some traditions from this holiday as 
we know it today only date back to the Middle 
Ages. It is meant to welcome spring weather 
and ward away evil spirits.

MAY TREE/MAYPOLE
The Maibaum, known as the May Tree or 
Maypole, dates back to 16th century Germany. 
The tree is adorned with flowers, streamers and 
sometimes local arts and crafts, then usually 
placed in a prominent spot in town. Celebra-
tions and food accompany the raising of the 
pole, but the real work is ensuring that a neigh-
boring town doesn’t steal your pole.

When one thinks of witch-
es, devils and partying, 
they tend to think of 

Halloween. Revealing secret crushes and 
professing undying love is associated 
with Valentine’s Day. And within the his-
tory of the eight-hour workday and la-
bor regulations, Labor Day in September 
is the most obvious holiday connection. 
However, Germany combines ideas from 
all of these holidays into one huge holi-
day on May 1, also known as May Day.

THE MEANING OF

WALPURGISNACHT/HEXEN-
NACHT AND TANZ IN DEN MAI
The night of April 30 is known as the Witches’ 
Night. It was believed that on this night, witches 
would go up the mountain and commune with 
devils. This has also been combined with the 
celebration of an English nun, St. Walburga, who 
cured locals of many illnesses according to Brit-
tanica.com. Nowadays, people dance the night 
away, either up on mountains or at sea level, from 
April 30 to May 1 (Dance into May).

INTERNATIONAL WORKERS’ 
DAY/EXTRA VACATION
In Berlin, and many other larger cities, Interna-
tional Workers’ Day is celebrated with demon-
strations and partying in the streets. The largest 
demonstrations happen in Berlin’s Kreuzberg 
district. If May Day happens to fall close to As-
cension Day or the Pentecost weekend, it is not 
uncommon for Germans to take additional leave 
and go on a mini vacation.

LOOKING FOR LOVE
On top of protesting, dancing and Maypole 
duties, this is also a day to profess your love. 
There are several traditions you can follow. You 
can place a miniature May Tree in the yard of your 
beloved (particularly a birch sapling, according 
to some sources). You can also draw a chalk line 
from your house to theirs. n
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Now offering Ceramic 
Implants: Biological 
alternative in highest quality!
Aesthetic Dentistry
TMJ/Facial Pain Treatment
Certified Dental Hygienist
Preventative Care and 
Periodontal Therapy
Orthodontics/Invisalign
Implants
Oral Surgery

Dr. Charles A. Smith, DDS is an American trained dentist providing
expert dental care with the newest and most successful techniques. Dr.
Smith and his Team are proud to provide for your entire family, from
infants to geriatrics, treatment to cover all of your dental needs. Our
Team is available in two locations and we now have new extended
evening hours in our Böblingen office!
We look forward to your visit!

Heidelberg Dentistry
Römerstr. 1
69115 Heidelberg
Tel: (0)6221 651 6090
info@heidelbergdentistry.com
www.heidelbergdentistry.com

Böblingen Dental
Charles-Lindbergh-Str. 11
71034 Böblingen
Tel: (0)7031 205 6062
info@boeblingendental.com
www.boeblingendental.com

NOW HIRING: Dental Assistants and Hygienists 




